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8.5  Questions of Student Survey 2022: Additional Questions  

〇：radio button □：check box 

 

Ⅰ.Basic information 

1 What is your current status at Tokyo Tech?  

〇Bachelor's degree student 〇Master's degree student 〇Doctoral degree student  

〇Professional master's degree student 〇Research student 〇Non Degree Students  

〇Other 

2 What was your path to admission? 

〇Regular entrance exam (first round) 〇Regular entrance exam (second round) 〇School recommendation 〇

Administrative admission exam (inclusive of AO exam) 〇Admitted as a privately funded international student 〇

Admitted as a MEXT scholarship student (GSEP) 〇Entrance exam under a high school-university collaboration 〇

Other 

3 Year enrolled in your current program. 

〇2022 〇2021 〇2020 〇2019 〇2018 〇2017 〇2016 〇2015 〇2014 or before 

4 Check the items that app|y.  

□I have attended other technical colleges or universities. 

□I am an international student. 

5 Which school are you affiliated with? 

〇School of Science 〇School of Engineering 〇School of Material and Chemical Technology 〇School of Computing 

〇School of Life Science and Technology 〇School of Environment and Society 〇Other (please specify) 

6 Gender  

〇Male 〇Female 〇Rather not specify 

7 What extracurricular activities, if any, do you participate in (multiple selections allowed) ? 

〇School clubs 〇Student clubs 〇Other student organizations 〇Other (please specify) 

8 At the time of the university integration in AY 2024, will you be studying at your current program at Tokyo Tech? 

〇Yes. 〇I plan to advance to a higher program. 〇No. 〇Other (please specify) 

 

Ⅱ.Integration with TMDU 

See the link below for information and materials regarding the university integration posted on Tokyo Tech News: 

“Tokyo Institute of Technology and Tokyo Medical and Dental University sign a basic agreement for integration” 

[https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/news/2022/065130]  

1 What do you expect from the new university? 

The four descriptions below are the new university’s goals set by Tokyo Tech and TMDU. Please tick all options with 

which you agree. You can also describe your idea of a desired university, if any, in “Other” section (multiple selections 

allowed). 

"Convergence science” is an approach in which multiple historically different disciplines converge, resulting not merely 

in addition (1+1=2), but rather the creation of new disciplines after convergence to discover unknown issues and solve 

social problems (1+1>2). 

[https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/news/2022/065130] 

□Further promote cutting-edge research at both institutions  
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□Develop "convergence science" through cooperation and collaboration across departmental and other borders  

□Produce highly specialized professionals who will pioneer the future based on comprehensive knowledge 

□Nurture a culture of diversity, inclusion, and equity to foster innovation 

□Other (please specify) 

2 What kind of talent do you think the new university should focus on developing? (multiple selections allowed) 

□Globalized 

□Highly specialized 

□With expertise generally covering science and technology fields 

□With combination of humanities and science knowledge 

□With strong leadership 

□With strong advantage in job-seeking 

□Capable of connecting medical sciences and engineering 

□Other (please specify) 

3 In which areas will the university integration likely be advantageous to you? (multiple selections allowed) 

□Research 

□Education (lectures, etc.) 

□Student life (traveling between campuses, extracurricular activities, etc.) 

□None particularly 

□Other (please specify) 

4 In which areas will the university integration likely be disadvantageous to you? (multiple selections allowed) 

□Research 

□Education (lectures, etc.) 

□Student life (traveling between campuses, extracurricular activities, etc.) 

□None particularly 

□Other (please specify) 

5 Do you know about school clubs, student clubs, and other student organizations of TMDU? Is there any specific 

activity you wish to join?  

〇I know of some and yes, there is a specific activity I wish to join. 〇I know of some, but I have not found any I wish 

to join so far. 〇I do not know of any. 〇I have already joined some activities. 

6 Do you think that the rate of applications for undergraduate programs at the new university will be higher or lower 

compared to the current rate at Tokyo Tech? 

〇Higher 〇A little higher 〇Mostly unchanged 〇A little lower 〇Lower 

7 Do you think that the new university will be ranked higher or lower in the World University Rankings compared to the 

current Tokyo Tech ranking? 

〇Higher 〇A little higher 〇Mostly unchanged 〇A little lower 〇Lower 

8 Do you think the university integration will be beneficial to your job hunting? 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Yes, somewhat. 〇Maybe. 〇No, not really. 〇No, not at all. 

9 Please tick all areas regarding which you think the new university should strongly appeal to outside parties (multiple 

selections allowed). 

□Learning environment 

□Hensachi (deviation score for academic rating) 
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□Research achievements 

□Strengths in job hunting 

□Location 

□Other (please specify) 

10 Are you looking forward to the university integration? 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Yes, somewhat. 〇I’m neutral. 〇No, not really. 〇No, not at all. 

11 Are reactions from your friends (non-Tokyo Tech members), family, etc. about the university integration positive? 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Yes, somewhat. 〇They are neutral. 〇No, not really. 〇No, not at all. 

12 Do you feel comfortable that the name Tokyo Institute of Technology will no longer exist after integration? 

〇Yes 〇No I have no strong feelings either way. 

13 Among currently available systems at Tokyo Tech, please name anything you want to be maintained even after the 

integration, and explain why. 

Example: Curriculum, department/laboratory affiliation, graduate admission system (A/B schedule, etc.), learning 

management system (T2SCHOLA, etc.,), study-abroad programs, etc. 

14 Among currently available systems at Tokyo Tech, name anything you want to be improved through integration, and 

explain how you want to be changed. 

Example: Curriculum, department/laboratory affiliation, graduate admission system (A/B schedule, etc.), learning 

management system (T2SCHOLA, etc.,), study-abroad programs, etc.  

15 Please name any frameworks of inter-department/affiliation exchanges among students you wish to be maintained or 

launched after the university integration. 

Example: Student unit for undergraduate students, transfer of department/major 

16 Do you have any requests regarding the post-integration information infrastructures? 

Example: Want to continue to use the domain name, Tokyo Tech Portal, T2SCHOLA, Slack, Box, etc.  

17 Do you think the university integration will help promote the diversity and inclusion initiative? 

See the link below for “Diversity and Inclusion at Tokyo Tech”: 

[https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/diversity-inclusion] 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Yes, somewhat. 〇Maybe. 〇No, not really. 〇No, not at all. 

18 Please provide any comments you may have regarding the university integration. 

 

Ⅲ.Introduction of the female student quota 

See the link below for information and materials regarding the introduction of female student quotas posted on Tokyo 

Tech News: 

“Tokyo Tech to introduce new admission methods, female student quotas” 

[https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/news/2022/065243] 

1 Would you support having more female students on campus? 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Maybe. 〇I’m neutral. 〇Maybe not. 〇No, not at all. 

2 How do you think that the academic ability of students will be affected by the introduction of female quotas?  

〇It will improve. 〇It will improve somewhat. 〇It will neither improve nor be impaired.  

〇It will be somewhat impaired. 〇It will be impaired. 

3 How will the research ability of students be affected by the introduction of female quotas? 

〇It will improve. 〇It will improve somewhat. 〇It will neither improve nor be impaired.  
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〇It will be somewhat impaired. 〇I will be impaired. 

4 Would you support the overall methodology in trying to reach our goal of admitting more females? 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Maybe. 〇I’m neutral. 〇Maybe not. 〇No, not at all. 

5 Do you think the introduction of female quotas will help promote the diversity and inclusion initiative? 

See the link below for “Diversity and Inclusion at Tokyo Tech”: 

[https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/diversity-inclusion] 

〇Yes, absolutely. 〇Yes, somewhat. 〇I’m neutral. 〇No, not really. 〇No, not at all. 

6 Please provide any comments you may have regarding the introduction of female quotas. 

 

Ⅳ. Overall   

Please answer the following questions about the Additional survey. 

1 Please provide any comments you may have overall regarding this additional survey. 
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